HEADSET & HELMET ACCESSORIES BY OREGON AERO

Individual Oregon Aero® Upgrade components are available for the Headset & Helmet models listed.

OREGON AERO® SOFTTOP® HEADSET CUSHIONS

- Eliminates top-of-head pressure. 100% plush sheepskin wool. Keeps head cool or warm. Moisture-proof, self-wicking action. Flexible leather backing. Customized mount of either rubber extrusion or nylon with hook-loop wrap.

10006 SoftTop® Headset Cushion for David Clark and David Clark Clones .................................................. P/N 11-10905 ... $39.95
10006D SoftTop® Headset Cushion with D ring for David Clark and David Clark Clones ........................................... P/N 11-10906 ... $39.95
10020 SoftTop® Headset Cushion for Bose® Aviation Headset X™ and Bose® A20™ ........................................... P/N 11-08679 ... $39.95
10016 SoftTop® Headset Cushion for FlightCom Denali, LightSpeed QFRL, Senheiser 100/300, Telex Air 3000,3100,3500,4000,4100,4105,A NR 150, Echelon 100/150, ANR1-D-MBFR-600 .. P/N 11-10915 ... $39.95
10017 SoftTop® Headset Cushion for Peltor 7000 series P/N 11-10903 ... $41.50

1004 SoftTop® Headset Cushion for Telex Airman 750 P/N 11-10902 ... $15.50

OREGON AERO® SOFTSEAL® EAR CUSHIONS

- Conform to your head. 200-300% more volume for total comfort. Smooth, soft, washable synthetic leather cover over temperature and pressure sensitive visco-elastic foam core. Great with eye-wear or earrings. Eliminate ear pressure. Attach with flange, adhesive ring or snap-on mount, depending on headset type.

20005 SoftSeal® Ear Cushions (1/8") for David Clark and David Clark Clones ........................................... P/N 11-10917 ... $63.75
20034 SoftSeal® Ear Cushions for ANR David Clark and David Clark Clones other than X11 ........................................... P/N 11-10920 ... $66.75
20007 SoftSeal® Ear Cushions for Bose® Aviation Headset X™ and Bose® A20™ ........................................... P/N 11-08660 ... $66.75
20020 SoftSeal® Ear Cushions for Peltor 7000 Series, LYNX, and Senheiser HMEC 200/222 Headsets ........................................... P/N 11-10921 ... $75.75
2002 SoftSeal® Ear Cushions (¾") for SPH-48®, SPH-50® P/N 11-10928 ... $66.75
20050 SoftSeal® Ear Cushions (¼") For Plastic Ear Cups In SPH-48* and HGU (Sonex) Helme... P/N 11-08681 ... $63.75

OREGON AERO® SOFTSKIN® EAR SEAL COVERS

- Keep your ears even drier and cooler and add to product life by slipping SoftSkin® Ear Seal Covers over SoftTop® Ear Cushions. Self-wicking reduces perspiration buildup. Especially helpful in hot, humid climates. They fit loose, not tight like a drum (this is important because tight cloth covers produce pressure on the ear, causing pain).

29118 SoftSkin® Ear Seal Covers (1/8") for David Clark and David Clark Clones ........................................... P/N 11-10929 ... $15.50
29034 SoftSkin® Ear Seal Covers for 3/4” SoftSeal® Ear Cushions P/N 11-10930 ... $14.60

OREGON AERO® HUSHKIT® PASSIVE EAR CUP NOISE ATTENUATION KIT

- Testing shows the HushKit® Passive Ear Cup Noise Attenuation Kit performs better than ANR headsets in the 700-7000Hz mid-range where hearing loss dramatically improves noise attenuation and intelligibility.

92005 HushKit® Passive Ear Cup Noise Attenuation Kit for David Clark and David Clark Clones ........................................... P/N 11-10934 ... $39.95
92056 HushKit® Passive Ear Cup Noise Attenuation Kit for HGU-58 Helmets ........................................... P/N 11-06312 ... $39.95
92050 HushKit® Passive Ear Cup Noise Attenuation Kit for SPH-48, SPH-48®, SPH-50® or HGU (Sonex) helmets.P/N 11-06311 ... $38.80

OREGON AERO® SOFTSKIN®/HUSHKIT® COMBO

- An ear seal and insulation kit in one — one giant shock absorber. Replaces triangular leather earpad or upgrades plastic Ear Cup. Eliminates pain.

28734 SoftSeal/HushKit® Combo for Telex 750 and 850 (¾” thick) P/N 11-10918 ... $75.75
28034 SoftSeal/HushKit® Combo for HGU Civilian Helmets (¾” thick) P/N 11-08682 ... $96.99
28118 SoftSeal/HushKit® Combo for HGU Civilian Helmets (1/8” thick) P/N 11-08684 ... $96.99

HEADSET MICMUFF® MICROPHONE COVERS

- Eliminates cockpit noise from radios and intercom. Greatly improves intelligibility. MicMuff™ functions as an acoustic baffle and must be used on all headsets installed in the communications system. Adaptable to all mics, electret or dynamic. Doesn’t blow away. Amplified Dynamic MicMuff Mic Cover ........... P/N 11-10937 ... $18.65
Electret MicMuff Mic Cover ............................................. P/N 11-10938 ... $18.50
Military Dynamic (M-87) MicMuff Mic Cover ............................................. P/N 11-10939 ... $18.50
EVERY HEADSET MICROPHONE USED IN AN INTERCOM SYSTEM MUST HAVE THE MICMUFF INSTALLED IN ORDER FOR THE MICMUFF TO BE EFFECTIVE! THE ONLY EXCEPTION IS PUSH-TO-TALK INTERCOM SYSTEMS.

OREGON AERO® COMPLETE HEADSET UPGRADE KITS

The Worlds Greatest Headset Is the One You Already Own®

For best results and best value, we recommend the complete Headset Upgrade Kit which includes all necessary components custom-designed for these headset types.

FOR BOSE® AVIATION HEADSET X™ & BOSE® A20™

- Includes: SoftSkin® Ear Seal Covers, MicMuff® Microphone Cover, SoftTop® Headset Cushion , SoftSeal® Ear Cushions
PN 11-06310 .................. $123.75
PN 11-07808 .................. $123.75

MILITARY HEADSET UPGRADE KIT FOR DAVID CLARK TYPE HEADSETS -

Electret mic: 83006E.
Dynamic Mic: #85006DM

- Includes: SoftSkin® Ear Seal Covers, MicMuff® Microphone Cover, HushKit® Passive Ear Cup Noise Attenuation Kit, SoftSeal® Ear Cushions, SoftTop® Ear Cushions
PN 11-06310 .................. $164.90
PN 11-07808 .................. $164.90

J-HOOK HEADSET HANGER

The J-Hook Aviation Headset Hanger Hangar Mounting Kit, PN 11-14421, can be fo...